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Well-crafted stewardship reports demonstrate to donors:
•
•
•
•

the positive impact of their gifts,
that their donations are being used according to their intent,
that we appreciate their generosity,
and that there are opportunities for their continued support.

Every development professional should be able to prepare a
quality stewardship impact report for a donor or segment of
donors in about 4-6 weeks.

Stewardship Reports – Brochure, Fund Report,
Letter, Impact Report, E-newsletter . . .

By the end of this briefing, you will have learned:
• How to prepare a stewardship impact report in 5 major steps
• Whom to consult in the report writing process
• The components of a well-crafted stewardship report
• Where to find templates and examples

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Consider audience, purpose, and mission
Gather information
Engage colleagues
Draft the report
Finalize the report

• Audience: Whom are you acknowledging and stewarding?
–
–
–
–

Individual donor
Foundation/Corporation donor
Segment of donors (certain gift level, time period, or fund)
Principal gift donor

• Purpose/Objective: What do you want to communicate?
–
–
–

Thank You!
Impact of Gift – Who, What, Where, How (e.g. “Because of your support, we were able to . . .”)
Use of Gift

• Underlying Theme(s): How does this all tie back?
–
–
–

UC San Diego Mission
The mission of your department, initiative, and area
Campaign messaging

•

Access the Donor Database
–
–
–
–
–

•

Giving History
UCSD Involvement
Research Documents
Contact Reports
Media Articles

Interview Development Team Leader and Team Members
–
–
–
–
–

UCSD Involvement
Important Relationships
Personal History
Get back stories and quotes from faculty, students, and leaders
Access the gift agreement for language that you can use in the impact report

Contact the Fund’s Business Officer or PI

•

Identify fund expenditures during the time reported
Help craft a short narrative with language translated from the proposal and other scientific/medical
documentation to describe how the money was spent, what the research/program is about, and the goals
achieved.

•
•

•

Conduct Basic Internet Research
–
–
–

Google
UCSD web site and e-communications
UT online (SignOnSanDiego)

If the report is . . .

Then engage…

For a principal gift-level donor OR prospect

Principal Gifts Office

For a segment of donors (e.g. for a specific service line) or includes a
faculty “touch”

Faculty Member

Requested by a Development Professional other than the Team Lead

Team Lead

Campus-wide, above $25,000

Donor Relations & Stewardship

Includes a giving summary or financial update component

Donor & Fund Stewardship

For a General Campus or an SIO initiative

Senior Writer, Donor Relations & Stewardship

For a Health Sciences Capital initiative

HS Capital Initiatives Stewardship Coordinator

For a Health Sciences initiative

Donor Relations & Stewardship

Going to be presented by the Chancellor or a VC/Dean

Principal Gifts Office; Health Sciences SMT

Going to be presented by a faculty member

Faculty Member

•

Determine the Structure & Design

– For a brief report to a specific donor for one specific purpose, write a letter.
– To demonstrate impact to donors, re-engage and update donor, design a stewardship
brochure.
– To report on an endowment, scholarship/fellowship, service line, chair/research/faculty
support for an individual donor or segment of donors, craft a 3-5 page impact report.
– For a principal gift donor and a comprehensive stewardship report, work with DR&S to
design a Shutterfly Book stewardship impact report.

•

Consider Providing Financial Information

– Detailed lifetime giving – list of gifts in the addendum
– Summary of giving – gift totals by fund in the addendum or bullet list in the report
– A chart or a short narrative paragraph the report

•

Access Report Templates and Samples on the DO Tool Kit

• Report Cover
• Leadership Message
• Stewardship Report
– 2-6 pages, color, headings, short text,
photos, quotes
– Introduction, thank you, because of
your support
– Financial info, mission, future direction,
contact info

• Addendum Cover and enclosed
attachments

1. Retrieve edits from colleagues
2. Edit the report and proofread
3. Compile attachments and assemble total
package
4. Secure signatures from leadership
5. Print the final copy
6. Deliver to the donor
7. Enter stewardship activity contact report
8. E-mail a final PDF copy to Wendy Waddell
for entry into the donor database

Mon

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Tues

Step 1: consider audience,
purpose, & mission (DOD
partner with Dev
Assistant).

Step 3: engage your
colleagues (DOD and DA
notify colleagues; set up
meetings to plan, draft,
design, review, finalize).

Step 4: draft the report
(DOD and DA engage
DR&S and D&FS; DA
access the DO Tool Kit to
get a stewardship report
template).

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Step 2: gather information
(DA access donor data
base, UCSD web site, and
Google).

Step 2: gather information
(DOD to contact Business
Officer and PI; DA and
DOD work on interviews
and quotes).

Step 2: gather information
(DA & DOD collect articles
and photos).

Step 4: draft the report
(DA compose leadership
message and draft impact
descriptions for each
heading (e.g. “Because of
your support, we were
able to . . .).

Note: remember the lead
time it takes to get
signatures from the
Chancellor, VC, and other
leadership. Build this into
your timeline.

Step 4: draft the report
(DA compose headings,
draft text, insert
photos/captions, insert
quotes).
Step 4: draft the report
(DA design the front cover
and the Addendum cover).

Step 4: draft the report
(DA, DR&S, DF&S draft
introduction, text,
financial information,
conclusion).
Step 4: draft the report
(DA and DR&S gather,
design, and compile the
documents for the
addenda).

Step 5: finalize the report
(DA secure signatures on
leadership messaged).

Step 5: finalize the report
(DA retrieve final edits and
approvals on final draft).

Step 5: finalize the report
(DA and DR&S share drafts
with colleagues to proof,
edit, format).
Step 5: finalize the report
(DA and DR&S make
necessary edits based on
colleagues’ feedback).

Step 5: finalize the report
(DA print final copy of
report).

Step 5: finalize the report
(DA and DR&S package
and prepare to deliver to
donor).

Step 5: finalize the report
(DOD consult with DR&S
to determine delivery and
follow up strategy for
sharing the report with
the donor).
Step 5: finalize the report
(DOD or Leadership
delivers it, DA enters
contact report, DA sends a
copy to DR&S to store).

Done! Donor feels
appreciated and inspired!
Good job!

•

To prepare a stewardship report, follow 5 major steps of:

•

Know whom to consult for help and where to find templates
and examples on the DO Tool Kit so that you don’t have to start
from scratch.

•

Reports should include a message from leadership, thank you
messages from beneficiaries, demonstrate the impact of the gift,
and be nicely designed with headings, color, photos, and
quotes.

•

Work with Donor Relations & Stewardship, the Team Leader
and Team Members, and/or the VC/Dean on the strategy for
publishing the report, delivering the report, following up, and
entering the contact report.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

consider your audience and purpose
gather information
engage your colleagues
draft the report
finalize the report

We can help you!
Lynsey Buerer: Donor Relations & Stewardship
x41028 or lbuerer@ucsd.edu
Wendy Waddell: Donor Relations & Stewardship
x26604 or wwaddell@ucsd.edu
Corinne Cramer: Donor & Fund Stewardship
x48888 or ccramer@ucsd.edu
Rachel Mastone: Health Sciences Capital Initiatives
x61559 or rmastone@ucsd.edu
Gretchen Pelletier: Senior Writer, Donor Relations & Stewardship
X26605 or gpelletier@ucsd.edu
Vanessa Hill: Senior Writer, Health Sciences Campaign Initiatives
x23455 or vehill@ucsd.edu
Shauna McKenna: Senior Writer, Principal Gifts Office
x49398 or slmckenna@ucsd.edu

